
The Program of Dance and Movement presents:

Creative Body/Healing BrainCreative Body/Healing Brain
A talk/panel discussion by Heidi Latsky, Jerron Herman, and Greg Youdan about 
the aging body and the physically challenged body in performance and life, and 

dance as rehabilitation strategy for the neurologically impaired. This event will also 
include media and performance.

“Heidi Latsky - a choreographer and 
dancer of uncommon intelligence 
and fluidity...” The New York Times

The mission of Heidi Latsky Dance, 
founded and directed by Heidi Latsky, 
is to redefine beauty and virtuosity 
through performance and discourse, 
employing performers with unique 
attributes to bring rigorous, passionate 
and provocative contemporary dance and provocative contemporary dance 
to diverse audiences.

Jerron Herman is a principal dancer with
cerebral palsy and the Development
Director at HLD. He’s featured on 

Great Big Story, being called “the inexhaustible Mr. Herman” by The NY Times.

Greg Youdan is a former company member and currently serves on the Board of 
Directors for Heidi Latsky Dance. Youdan is pursuing his PhD in Kinesiology/Movement 
Science at Columbia University and is researching motor learning/motor control and 
using dance as a rehab strategy in neurologically impaired populations.

“Heidi is a highly respected advocate in the 
disability community; she has met and sat on 
panels leading disabled policy advisors, allies, 
and partners. Her name is certainly known in the 
arts and entertainment community, but it is also 
known to the disabled community as an artist who
is committed to them. Our constituents were given is committed to them. Our constituents were given 
unprecedented opportunities to participate and 
actually see themselves in performance and 
celebrate their disability. As my colleagues and I 
spoke about progress, Heidi actively showed it.” 
- Commissioner Victor Calise of the NYC Mayor’s 
Office for People with Disabilities and the NY 
Academy of MedicineAcademy of Medicine

Saturday, February 16, 2019, 7:00pm
May Room, Wilson Commons

FREE

Sponsored by the Humanities Project, a program of the Humanities Center.


